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We have developed conceptual designs of two petawatt-class pulsed-power accelerators: Z 300 and Z

800. The designs are based on an accelerator architecture that is founded on two concepts: single-stage

electrical-pulse compression and impedance matching [Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 10, 030401 (2007)].

The prime power source of each machine consists of 90 linear-transformer-driver (LTD) modules. Each

module comprises LTD cavities connected electrically in series, each of which is powered by 5-GW LTD

bricks connected electrically in parallel. (A brick comprises a single switch and two capacitors in series.)

Six water-insulated radial-transmission-line impedance transformers transport the power generated by the

modules to a six-level vacuum-insulator stack. The stack serves as the accelerator’s water-vacuum

interface. The stack is connected to six conical outer magnetically insulated vacuum transmission lines

(MITLs), which are joined in parallel at a 10-cm radius by a triple-post-hole vacuum convolute. The

convolute sums the electrical currents at the outputs of the six outer MITLs, and delivers the combined

current to a single short inner MITL. The inner MITL transmits the combined current to the accelerator’s

physics-package load. Z 300 is 35 m in diameter and stores 48 MJ of electrical energy in its LTD capacitors.

The accelerator generates 320 TWof electrical power at the output of the LTD system, and delivers 48 MA

in 154 ns to a magnetized-liner inertial-fusion (MagLIF) target [Phys. Plasmas 17, 056303 (2010)]. The

peak electrical power at the MagLIF target is 870 TW, which is the highest power throughout the

accelerator. Power amplification is accomplished by the centrally located vacuum section, which serves as

an intermediate inductive-energy-storage device. The principal goal of Z 300 is to achieve thermonuclear

ignition; i.e., a fusion yield that exceeds the energy transmitted by the accelerator to the liner. 2D

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations suggest Z 300 will deliver 4.3 MJ to the liner, and achieve a

yield on the order of 18 MJ. Z 800 is 52 m in diameter and stores 130 MJ. This accelerator generates

890 TW at the output of its LTD system, and delivers 65 MA in 113 ns to a MagLIF target. The peak

electrical power at the MagLIF liner is 2500 TW. The principal goal of Z 800 is to achieve high-yield
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thermonuclear fusion; i.e., a yield that exceeds the energy initially stored by the accelerator’s capacitors. 2D

MHD simulations suggest Z 800 will deliver 8.0 MJ to the liner, and achieve a yield on the order of 440 MJ.

Z 300 and Z 800, or variations of these accelerators, will allow the international high-energy-density-

physics community to conduct advanced inertial-confinement-fusion, radiation-physics, material-physics,

and laboratory-astrophysics experiments over heretofore-inaccessible parameter regimes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.18.110401 PACS numbers: 84.70.+p, 84.60.Ve, 52.58.Lq

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past five decades, more than one hundred

major pulsed-power accelerators have been developed by

the international scientific community. A number of new

accelerators are under development, including the Thor [1],

Primary Test Stand [2], and Baikal [3] machines, in the

United States, China, and Russia, respectively.

Presently, the world’s largest and most powerful pulsed-

power accelerator is the refurbished Z machine, also

referred to as ZR [4–16]. The ZR accelerator, which was

completed in 2007, is located at Sandia National

Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. The

ZR Facility conducts approximately 150 accelerator shots

each year. These drive a wide variety of high-energy-

density-physics (HEDP) experiments in support of the

U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration’s Stockpile

Stewardship Program.

ZR represents the state of the art of conventional pulsed-

power-accelerator technology. ZR stores 20MJ of electrical

energy at a Marx charge voltage of 85 kV, achieves peak

electrical powers as high as 85 TW at the accelerator’s

water-vacuum interface, and delivers as much as 26 MA

in a 100-ns electrical-power pulse to a physics-package

load. The peak electrical power achieved at an idealized

imploding liner is 200 TW. As much as 330 TWand 2.3 MJ

are radiated by such loads in thermal x rays [17–27].

Experiments conducted on ZR (and its predecessor, the Z

machine [20,28–39]) have, to date, motivated ∼1000 peer-

reviewed journal publications.

In this article, we propose to build upon the foundation

established by Z and ZR: we propose to advance pulsed-

power-driven HEDP experiments to a higher technological

level by delivering substantially more current, energy, and

power to a load than ZR does presently. The most direct and

straightforward approach to next-generation experiments

may simply be to design and build a larger version of the

ZR machine. For the following reasons, we propose herein

an alternate approach.

ZR includes 36 pulsed-power modules, each of which

is driven by a Marx generator with an LC time constant

[ðLCÞ1=2] of 750 ns. (The quantities L and C are the series

inductance and capacitance of each Marx, respectively.)

Such a Marx generates an electrical power pulse with a

temporal width on the order of 1 μs. Since HEDP experi-

ments conducted on ZR require each module to generate

a power pulse with a width on the order of 100 ns, each

module performs four stages of pulse compression.

The compression hardware reduces the width of the pulse

generated by each Marx by an order of magnitude.

Although the hardware successfully compresses the

pulse, it introduces impedance mismatches, which cause

multiple reflections of the pulse within the accelerator. The

mismatches and reflections complicate the machine design,

reduce the energy and power efficiencies of the accelerator,

reduce accelerator-component lifetimes, and increase the

effort required to maintain and operate the machine. In

addition, the increased complexity inherent in the pulse-

compression hardware increases the difficulty of con-

ducting accurate circuit and electromagnetic simulations

of an accelerator shot.

Thus we propose to base the designs of next-generation

pulsed-power accelerators on an architecture founded on

two fundamental concepts: single-stage electrical-pulse

compression and impedance matching [40]. We propose

that the LC time constant of the prime-power source of

future machines be on the order of 100 ns, so that the

electrical-power pulse generated by the source does not

require additional compression. We also propose that, to the

extent possible, the transmission lines that transport the

power pulse from the prime-power source to the load be

impedance matched throughout. This approach minimizes

reflections within the accelerator and maximizes the

efficiency at which electrical energy and power are deliv-

ered to the load.

In this article, we describe conceptual designs of two such

accelerators: Z 300 and Z 800 [41]. These machines are

petawatt-class accelerators that generate a 100-ns electrical

power pulse at twice the energy efficiency of ZR. The

principal goal of Z 300 is to achieve thermonuclear ignition;

i.e., a fusion yield that exceeds the energy transmitted by the

accelerator to a target. The principal goal of Z 800 is to

achieve high-yield thermonuclear fusion; i.e., a yield that

exceeds the energy initially stored by the accelerator’s

capacitors. These machines, or variations of them, will

allow the international scientific community to conduct

advanced inertial-confinement-fusion, radiation-physics,

material-physics, and laboratory-astrophysics experiments

over heretofore-inaccessible parameter regimes.

The proposed Z-300 and Z-800 accelerators are powered

by linear-transformer-driver (LTD) modules [40–57]. An

LTD module is a type of induction voltage adder (IVA)

[58]. An IVA consists of several induction cavities
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connected electrically in series. In a conventional IVA, each

cavity is driven by electrical-pulse generators located

outside the cavity. In an LTD, each cavity is driven by

generators within the cavity.

The designs of Z 300 and Z 800 are based on the LTD-

powered accelerator architecture outlined by Ref. [40]. The

designs assume use of a recently developed 5-GW LTD

brick [59]. Each brick includes two 100-kV 80-nF capac-

itors connected electrically in series with a single 200-kV

field-distortion gas switch. The 5-GW brick generates twice

the electrical power of the first-generation LTD brick

[40,42–55]. The new brick reduces by a factor of 2 the

volume required by an LTD module to generate a given

peak electrical power, thereby substantially reducing the

size of an LTD-powered accelerator.

Z 300’s LTD system is designed to generate a peak

electrical power as high as 320 TW. The conceptual design

of Z 300 is outlined by Sec. II. This is a point design; no

attempt has yet been made to vary the electrical parameters

and geometry of the configuration to develop an optimized

design; i.e., one that maximizes the performance of the

accelerator for a given cost. We have developed two circuit

models of Z 300: one assumes this machine is coupled to a

magnetized-liner inertial-fusion (MagLIF) target [60–69];

the other, a dynamic hohlraum [70–75]. The models are

described by Secs. III and IV; Sec. V summarizes the

corresponding model predictions.

Z 800 is a larger version of Z 300, and is designed to

generate a peak electrical power as high as 890 TW at the

output of its LTD system. The conceptual design of Z 800,

which is also a point design, is outlined by Sec. VI. MagLIF

and dynamic-hohlraum circuit models of Z 800 are

described by Secs. VII and VIII; model predictions are

summarized by Sec. IX.

Given the cost of an accelerator such as Z 300 or Z 800,

it is critical that the accelerator deliver—as efficiently as

possible—energy stored in its capacitors to the load.

Section X proposes a definition of the energy efficiency

of a coupled accelerator-load system. Section XI discusses

how the efficiency of the Z-300 and Z-800 systems might

be increased.

Suggestions for future work are presented by Sec. XII.

Auxiliary information is included in five Appendices.

To maximize the efficiency of an accelerator such as Z

300 or Z 800 it is essential to minimize the fractional

current loss within the accelerator’s stack-MITL system.

Appendices A and B outline a physics model of such

current loss, and describe an approach to limiting the loss to

acceptable levels. The physics model is motivated in part by

fully relativistic, full electromagnetic 2D and 3D particle-

in-cell (PIC) simulations [5,6,12,31,76–79]. The approach

to minimizing the loss is based on that used to design the

successful stack-MITL system of Z [32,33,38].

It is clear that a complete understanding of the perfor-

mance of an accelerator that generates on the order of a

petawatt of peak electrical power in a 100-ns pulse requires

detailed and accurate numerical simulations. Nevertheless,

approximate analytic scaling relations provide meaningful

insight into the operation of such a machine. Scaling

relations applicable to both Z 300 and Z 800 are developed

in Appendix C.

Comparing results of circuit simulations of different

accelerator-load systems is complicated by the fact that

such systems, in general, generate load-current time histor-

ies that are mathematically dissimilar. Consequently, two

systems can achieve the same peak load current but deliver

different energies to the load; two systems can achieve the

same load-implosion time but deliver different final load-

implosion velocities. To facilitate comparison of the results

of such simulations, we define in Appendix D effective

values of the peak load current and load-implosion time for

MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum loads.

The conceptual designs of Z 300 and Z 800 presented in

this article are based on the LTD-powered accelerator

architecture outlined by Ref. [40]. This reference also

describes a Marx-generator-powered machine. As dis-

cussed by Appendix E, we choose to base the designs

of Z 300 and Z 800 on the LTD-powered option in part

because this design offers significant safety and environ-

mental benefits.

Numbered equations are in SI units throughout.

II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF Z 300

A cross-sectional view of a three-dimensional model of

Z 300 is presented by Fig. 1. As indicated by the figure, Z

300 has four principal components: a system of 90 identical

LTD modules connected electrically in parallel, six parallel

water-insulated radial-transmission-line impedance trans-

formers, a six-level vacuum insulator stack that serves as

the accelerator’s water-vacuum interface, and a system of

vacuum transmission lines that delivers the electrical power

generated by the accelerator to a physics load. The machine

is 35 m in diameter overall.

The LTD modules serve as the prime power source of Z

300. Thirty modules are located and azimuthally distributed

in each of three levels. As indicated by Fig. 2, each module

comprises 33 identical LTD cavities connected electrically

in series; hence Z 300 is powered by 2970 cavities

altogether. Each of the 90 LTD modules is 2 m in diameter

and 7.26 m in length.

Each module drives an internal water-insulated coaxial

transmission line, the inner conductor of which serves as

the cathode. To maximize the peak electrical power at the

output of a module, the internal line must have an

impedance profile that increases in a linear stepwise

manner from the upstream to the downstream end of the

module, as suggested by Fig. 3 of [47]. Such a profile can

be achieved with a stepped cathode. However, 2D electro-

magnetic simulations demonstrate that a right-circular

conical cathode (as illustrated by Figs. 1 and 2) that
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approximates the optimized stepped geometry achieves

98% of the output power delivered by an optimized

design [80].

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of a single LTD cavity.

Each cavity is a right-circular annulus with an outer

diameter of 2 m, an inner diameter of 0.8 m, and a length

of 0.22 m. Each is driven by 20 identical LTD bricks

connected electrically in parallel and distributed azimu-

thally within the cavity; hence Z 300 is powered by 59,400

bricks altogether. Each brick consists of two 80-nF

capacitors connected in series with a single (normally

open) 200-kV field-distortion gas switch.

The operation of a single LTD cavity can be inferred

from Fig. 3. Before the switches are triggered, the capac-

itors are DC charged in a balanced þ100 kV, −100 kV

manner; the cavity wall serves as a common ground. Thus

the total potential difference across each switch is 200 kV

[81]. After the switches close, a potential difference of

∼100 kV appears across the cavity’s output gap. Hence

each brick can be considered as a single two-stage Marx

generator [81].

The ferromagnetic cores indicated by Fig. 3 prevent most

of the current generated by the cavity from flowing along

its internal walls; hence most of the current is delivered to

the output gap. We assume the cores are fabricated from

23-μm-thick Metglas 2605CO tape. (Other core materials,

such as Hitachi FT-3M, could also be used.) The total cross-

sectional area of the cores within a single cavity is 77 cm2;

70% of the core volume consists of the Metglas alloy itself.

The total value of the volt-second product of the cores

within a single cavity is 16 mV-s.

As discussed above, Z 300 is driven by 2970 LTD

cavities, which altogether contain 59,400 LTD bricks. Each

of the accelerator’s 59,400 switches could be triggered by a

100-kV pulse delivered by a 200-ohm transmission line.

Hence the peak electrical power required to trigger all the

switches is 3 TW, which is a small fraction of the

accelerator’s total power.

The vertical cylindrical wall that separates the LTD

modules from the Z-300 water section is located at a

radius of 10.3 m. Each of the three LTD-module levels

drives two water-insulated radial-transmission-line imped-

ance transformers; i.e., a triplate. The six transformers are

approximately horizontal and electrically in parallel. At a

radius of 10.3 m, the anode-cathode (AK) gap of each of

the six transformers is 41 cm; at a radius of 2.59 m, the AK

gap is 38 cm.

The transformers transmit the power generated by the LTD

modules to a centrally located vacuum section, illustrated by

Fig. 4. As indicated by the figure, this section includes a six-

level vacuum-insulator stack and a six-level system of conical

outer magnetically insulated transmission lines.

This center-section design is based on the successful

stack-MITL concept developed by McDaniel, Sincerny,

Spielman, Corcoran, and colleagues for the Proto-II,

Double-EAGLE, and Saturn accelerators [82–89]. The

water-insulated radial-transmission-line 
impedance transformers 

magnetically 
insulated 
transmission 
lines (MITLs) 

linear-transformer-driver 
(LTD) modules (90 total) 

vacuum-
insulator stack 

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional view of a three-dimensional model of the Z-300 accelerator. The model includes a person standing on the

uppermost water-section electrode, near the centrally located vacuum section. The outer diameter of Z 300 is 35 m.
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concept was subsequently applied to the designs of the

stack-MITL systems of the Z [20,28–39] and ZR [4–16]

machines. The Proto–II stack-MITL system delivered as

much as ∼5 MA to a physics load; the Saturn system

(which is still in operation) delivers ∼8 MA; the Z

accelerator delivered 22 MA; the ZR accelerator deliv-

ers 26 MA.

We have selected the stack-MITL concept described

by Refs. [4–7,10,12,16,20,28–35,37–39,76–79,82–89] for

use on Z 300 because this design has been successfully

operated on thousands of shots at load currents ranging

from 5 to 26 MA. The design was used on Saturn to achieve

75 TWof x-ray power radiated by a wire-array z-pinch load

[17,19]; on Z to achieve 280 TW [22]; and on ZR to achieve

330 TW [27]. The design has also enabled accelerator

operation at the rate of a shot per day on Saturn, Z,

and ZR. To date, no other stack-MITL concept has

demonstrated the electrical, mechanical, x-ray-power,

and operational perfomance of the design described by

Refs. [4–7,10,12,16,20,28–35,37–39,76–79,82–89].

The outer radius of Z 300’s six-level insulator stack

(illustrated by Figs. 1 and 4) is 2.39 m. As indicated by

Figs. 1 and 4, there are six stacks altogether, one for each of

the MITL system’s six levels. As indicated by Fig. 4, the

six-level stack includes seven horizontal electrodes, four of

which are anodes, and three, cathodes. The gap between

the anode and cathode electrodes on the water side of each

of the top two insulator stacks is 46 cm. Hence the short

water-insulated radial transmission line that extends from a

radius of 2.59 to 2.39 m has an AK gap that increases from

38 to 46 cm, respectively. We refer to this short trans-

mission line as a water flare. There are six water flares

altogether, one for each stack level; the flares are illustrated

by Figs. 4 and 5.

anode 

cathode 

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional view of a three-dimensional model of a ten-cavity 2-m-diameter LTD module. The anode and cathode are the

electrodes of the module’s internal water-insulated coaxial transmission line. Each Z-300 module includes 33 such cavities.
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Each of the two uppermost stacks includes seven 5.72-

cm-thick Rexolite-insulator rings and six 0.95-cm-thick

anodized-aluminum grading rings. The middle two stacks

include eight insulator and seven grading rings; the lower

two, nine insulator and eight grading rings. To increase

their flashover strength, the stacks use anode plugs [90,91],

which are not included in Figs. 4 and 5.

As indicated by Figs. 4 and 5, six vacuum flares connect

the six stacks to six conical outer magnetically insulated

vacuum transmission lines (MITLs). The outer MITLs

extend radially inward to a radius of 14 cm, at which

the MITLs connect to a triple-post-hole vacuum convolute

(which is not shown in Fig. 4) [5,6,12,38,76–79,82–89].

The posts of the convolute are located at a 10-cm radius.

The convolute connects the six MITLs in parallel, com-

bines the currents at the outputs of the MITLs, and delivers

the combined current to a single short inner MITL. The

convolute connects to the inner MITL at a 7-cm radius.

The inner MITL transmits the combined current to the

accelerator’s physics-package load. (We refer to the six

MITLs located upstream of the convolute as the outer

MITLs, and the single short MITL located downstream as

the inner MITL.)

Z 300 will drive a wide variety of experimental con-

figurations, including MagLIF targets and dynamic hohl-

raums. The inner MITL that couples to a MagLIF load has a

radial section followed by a coaxial section, as illustrated

by Fig. 6. The inner MITL that connects to a dynamic

hohlraum has a similar design.

III. CIRCUIT MODELS OF Z 300

We have developed two circuit models of the Z-300

accelerator. The models were developed using the

SCREAMER circuit code [92,93]. One model assumes Z

300 is coupled to a MagLIF target [60–69]; the other, a

dynamic hohlraum [70–75]. Both circuit models are rep-

resented by Fig. 7. The circuit elements of this figure are

described in this section.

The quantity Cs is the capacitance of Z-300’s system of

90 LTD modules (which are electrically in parallel), and is

given by the following expression:

Cs ¼
nbnm

nc
Cb; ð1Þ

where

nb ¼ 20; ð2Þ

nm ¼ 90; ð3Þ

nc ¼ 33; ð4Þ

Cb ¼ 40 nF: ð5Þ

The quantity nb is the total number of LTD bricks within a

single LTD cavity, nm is the total number of LTD modules,

nc is the total number of LTD cavities within a single LTD

module, and Cb is the capacitance of a single brick (which

includes two 80-nF capacitors connected in series).

We define Vs to be the initial charge voltage across the

system of LTD modules:

Vs ¼ ncVb; ð6Þ

Vb ¼ 200 kV; ð7Þ

where Vb is the initial charge voltage across a single LTD

brick. The initial voltage is applied in a balanced manner,

so that þ100 kV appears across one of the brick’s

capacitors, −100 kV across the other, and 200 kV across

the brick’s switch [81]. The initial energy stored by the LTD

capacitors Es is one measure of the size of the accelerator:

Es ¼
1

2
CsV

2
s ¼

1

2
ntCbV

2

b; ð8Þ

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional view of a single 2-m-diameter Z-300

LTD cavity. The upper terminal of one of the two capacitors is

charged to þ100 kV; the upper terminal of the other is charged

to −100 kV. The lower terminal of each capacitor is initially at

ground potential. When the capacitors are fully charged, the

potential difference across the switch is 200 kV. After the switch

closes, the peak voltage across the cavity’s output gap reaches

∼100 kV. The ferromagnetic cores prevent most of the LTD’s

current from flowing along the inner walls of the cavity, which

allows most of the current to be delivered to the output gap.
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nt ¼ nbncnm ¼ 59; 400; ð9Þ

where nt is the total number of LTD bricks in the machine.

We assume the series inductance and resistance of the

system of LTD modules, Ls and Rs respectively, can be

approximated as constants:

Ls ¼
nc

nbnm
Lb; ð10Þ

Lb ¼ 160 nH; ð11Þ

Rs ¼
nc

nbnm
Rb; ð12Þ

Rb ¼ 0.3 Ω; ð13Þ

where Lb and Rb are the series inductance and resistance

of a single brick.

The brick inductance and resistance are functions of

the spatially dependent electron, ion, and neutral-particle

temperatures and densities of the current-carrying plasma

channels within the brick’s switch. Hence the inductance

and resistance must be time dependent. However, over the

100-ns time interval of interest, the performance of a brick

can be approximated with reasonable accuracy by using

effective constant values for the inductance and resistance.

Equations (11) and (13) give the assumed effective values.

The shunt resistance of the system of LTD cavities Rshunt

is a function of the shunt impedance of a single LTD cavity.

This impedance is the sum of several terms, the dominant

of which is the effective resistance of the Metglas cores

located within the cavity, Rcores. This resistance is time

dependent [54]:

RcoresðtÞ ¼
2Sðμμ0ρcoresÞ1=2
π3=2rcoresδt

1=2
; ð14Þ

where

S ¼ 5.4 × 10−3 m2; ð15Þ

μ ∼ 1000; ð16Þ

μ0 ≡ 4π × 10−7; ð17Þ

ρcores ¼ 1.23 × 10−6 Ω-m; ð18Þ

rcores ¼ 0.46 m; ð19Þ

δ ¼ 2.3 × 10−5 m: ð20Þ

The quantity S is the total cross-sectional area of the

Metglas 2605CO material within a single cavity, μ is

the effective relative permeability of the Metglas [94], μ0
is the permeability of free space, ρcores is the electrical

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional view of the centrally located vacuum

section of Z 300. The section includes six water flares, six

vacuum insulator stacks, six vacuum flares, and six conical outer

MITLs. The six levels of this system are electrically in parallel.

The outer radius of the stack is 2.39 m.

FIG. 5. Cross-sectional view of the water flare, insulator

stack, and vacuum flare of the uppermost level of the six-level

Z-300 insulator stack. The uppermost stack includes seven

5.72-cm-thick Rexolite-insulator rings and six 0.95-cm-thick

anodized-aluminum grading rings.
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resistivity of the Metglas, rcores is the radius of the centroid
of the core material, and δ is the thickness of the Metglas

tape used to fabricate the cores. Equation (14) assumes the

current pulse generated by the LTD cavity can be approxi-

mated as a linear ramp [54]; the time variable t assumes

the ramp begins at t ¼ 0. Equation (14) is consistent

with results presented by Ref. [57], and gives resistances

comparable to those given by Ref. [55].

The relative permeability μ is, of course, not constant as

suggested by Eq. (16), but is instead a function of the time-

dependent magnetic field at the surface of the Metglas [94].

Fortunately, when Rcores is much greater than the imped-

ance of the 20 parallel LTD bricks located within a single

LTD cavity (which would be the case when the cavity is

well designed), the current delivered to the physics load is

an insensitive function of Rcores, which itself is proportional

to the square root of μ. Hence the load current is an

insensitive function of μ. Consequently we make the

simplifying assumption that both μ and Rcores can be

approximated as constants, and use the value of Rcores at

t ¼ 100 ns to estimate Rshunt, the shunt resistance of the

system of LTD modules:

Rshunt ¼
nc

nm
Rcoresðt ¼ 100 nsÞ: ð21Þ

The optimum output impedance of the system of LTD

modules Zs is given by Refs. [40,47]:

Zs ¼ Zs;ideal

�

1 − 0.73
Zs;ideal

Rshunt

�

; ð22Þ

Zs;ideal ¼ 1.10

ffiffiffiffiffi

Ls

Cs

s

þ 0.80Rs: ð23Þ

We define the optimum impedance to be that which

maximizes the peak forward-going power at the output

of the modules. (The quantity Zs;ideal would be the optimum

impedance if there were no current loss within the cavities;

i.e., if Rshunt were infinite.) According to Eqs. (1)–(5)

and (10)–(23),

Zs ¼ 0.044 Ω: ð24Þ

To maximize the peak forward-going power delivered by

the modules to the water-insulated radial-transmission-line

FIG. 6. Idealized representation of the inner MITL coupled to a

MagLIF load.

FIG. 7. Circuit model of the Z-300 and Z-800 accelerators. The quantities Ls, Cs, and Rs are the series inductance, capacitance, and

resistance, respectively, of the system of 90 parallel LTD modules; Rshunt is the shunt resistance of the LTD system; Zin and Zout are the

input and output impedances, respectively, of the system of six parallel transmission-line impedance transformers; Lstack is the total

inductance of the water flares, insulator stacks, and vacuum flares; LMITLs is the inductance of the six parallel MITLs; Lcon is the

inductance of the triple-post-hole vacuum convolute; Linner is the inner-MITL inductance; Lload is the load inductance; and Rinner is a

resistive circuit element that models energy loss to the inner-MITL electrodes. We define the quantity Lload so that Lloadðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0. The

Zflow circuit element is used to model MITL-electron-flow current that is launched in the outer MITLs and lost to the anode surfaces

of the convolute and inner MITL.
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impedance transformers, we set the input impedance of

the transformers Zin equal to the output impedance of the

LTD system:

Zin ¼ Zs: ð25Þ

The total length of the transformers is 7.7 m. At

frequencies of interest the dielectric constant of water is

80; therefore, the one-way transit time of the transformers

is 230 ns:

τt ¼ 230 ns: ð26Þ

We assume that the impedance of the system of transform-

ers increases exponentially over the system’s length

[40,95,96] from Zin to Zout, which is the impedance of

the transformer system at its output. (Other impedance

profiles may offer superior performance [96].) We also

assume the resistivity of the water used to insulate the

transformers is 3 × 104 Ω-m:

ρw ¼ 3 × 104 Ω-m: ð27Þ

The circuit elements used to account for the water resis-

tivity are not represented in Fig. 7.

We use Eq. (C12) to obtain an initial estimate of the

value of Zout that maximizes the peak electrical power

delivered by the transformer system to Z-300’s centrally

located inductive vacuum section (i.e., the center section).

Using this estimate as an initial value, we determine

through iterative circuit simulations that for the circuit

illustrated by Fig. 7, the performance of Z 300 is optimized

when

Zout ¼ 0.165 Ω: ð28Þ

We define Lstack to be the sum of three sets of

inductances: those due to the six parallel water flares,

six parallel individual insulator stacks, and six parallel

vacuum flares:

Lstack ¼ 4.14 nH: ð29Þ

We define LMITLs to be the inductance of the system of six

parallel vacuum MITLs:

LMITLs ¼ 5.97 nH: ð30Þ

Not all the current delivered to Z 300’s insulator stack is

delivered to the load. To estimate the current that is lost,

the Z-300 circuit simulations use the current-loss model

described by Ref. [38]. This model was used to design the

stack-MITL system of Z [32,33,38]. Over the course of

the 1765 shots that were conducted during the ten-year

lifetime of Z, no modifications to Z’s stack or MITL system

were needed. The loss model is consistent, to within

experimental uncertainties, with power-flow measurements

conducted on Z, as suggested by Tables VII, VIII, and IX

and Figs. 6–10 of Ref. [38].

The loss model makes the simplifying and conservative

assumption that all the electron-flow current launched in

the outer MITLs is lost to the anode immediately upstream

of the convolute [32,33,38]. According to Table II of

Ref. [97], measured electron-flow currents for a variety

of MITLs fall between the predictions of collisionless and

collisional MITL models. The collisional model predicts a

higher value of flow current [97]; hence the loss model

assumes that the electron flow in the MITLs is fully

collisional [38,97].

Fully relativistic, fully electromagnetic 2D and 3D PIC

simulations are consistent with the current-loss model: the

simulations conducted to date suggest that essentially all

the electron-flow current launched in the outer MITLs is

lost to the anode electrodes of the convolute and inner

MITL [5,6,12,76–79]. (It should be noted that these

simulations may have been conducted with insufficient

spatial resolution. A higher-resolution capability is pres-

ently under development.)

The current-loss model also assumes that thewater flares,

insulator stacks, vacuum flares, outer MITLs, convolute,

inner MITL, and load are designed and operated in such a

manner that the loss described above is the dominant loss

mechanism.Amorecompletediscussionofcurrent loss in the

stack-MITL system is presented by Appendices A and B.

As indicated by Fig. 7, the current loss is calculated

using a Z-flow circuit element [98–101], which is defined

by the following equations:

VMITLs ¼ ZflowðIa2 − Ik
2Þ1=2; ð31Þ

Zflow ¼ 2

3
ð0.9ZMITLsÞ; ð32Þ

ZMITLs ¼
ZsingleMITL

nMITLs

; ð33Þ

ZsingleMITL ¼ 5 Ω; ð34Þ

nMITLs ¼ 6; ð35Þ

Iloss ¼ If ≡ Ia-Ik: ð36Þ

The quantity VMITLs is the voltage at the output of the outer-

MITL system. Equation (31) is given by Refs. [98–101].

Equation (32) is obtained from Ref. [97]; the factor of

0.9 is included here to account for gap closure, as

discussed below. The quantity Ia is the anode current of

the outer-MITL system, which is the total current upstream

of the Zflow circuit element; Ik is the outer-MITL-system

cathode current, which we assume is the total current

downstream, and the current delivered to the load; ZMITLs is

the vacuum impedance of the system of outer MITLs;
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ZsingleMITL is the vacuum impedance of a single MITL;

nMITLs is the number of MITLs in the outer-MITL system;

Iloss is the current that flows through the Zflow circuit

element; and If is the electron-flow current of the outer-

MITL system.

The factor of 0.9 in Eq. (32) is included to account for

closure of the outer-MITL AK gaps during the electrical-

power pulse. We assume that the smallest MITL gap

upstream of the convolute (i.e., at a radius of 14 cm) is

1.17 cm, the effective gap-closure velocity is a constant

1.1 cm=μs [102], and the length of the power pulse is

100 ns. (Reference [38] assumes a 2.5 cm=μs gap-closure
velocity. However, as indicated by Tables II and III of [38],

the MITL-system design described in [38] is insensitive to

the gap-closure velocity for velocities between 0 cm=μs
and 2.5 cm=μs. This is because the system’s MITLs

have impedances that vary with radius, and the lowest-

impedance regions of the MITLs have the largest AK gaps.)

Recent experiments [102] and simulations [103] demon-

strate that the expansion velocity of the cathode plasma in a

MITL is not, in fact, constant, and instead decreases with

time. For MITL gaps and time scales of interest, the results

of Ref. [102] suggest that for the first 100 ns, the average

gap-closure velocity is approximately 1.1 cm=μs.
As discussed above, Eq. (36) makes the simplifying and

conservative assumption that all the electron-flow current

launched in the outer MITLs flows through Zflow; i.e., is

lost to the anode at the Zflow circuit element. The quantities

VMITLs, Ia, Ik, and Iloss are calculated in a self-consistent

manner by SCREAMER [92,93].

The quantity Lcon of Fig. 7 is the inductance of the triple-

post-hole vacuum convolute. We estimate the inductance

of such a convolute with posts located on a 10-cm radius to

be approximately 2 nH:

Lcon ¼ 2 nH: ð37Þ

The quantity Linner is the inductance of the inner MITL.

For the circuit model of Z 300 that drives a MagLIF load,

we assume the inner-MITL dimensions given by Fig. 6.

To simplify the discussion in Sec. IV, we define Linner

to be the initial inductance of the conductors illustrated

by Fig. 6; i.e., the initial inductance of everything inside a

7-cm radius:

Linner ¼ 3.48 nH: ð38Þ

The inner MITL assumed for the dynamic hohlraum has

dimensions similar to those given by Fig. 6; the Z-300

circuit model that drives a dynamic hohlraum assumes

Linner ¼ 2.91 nH: ð39Þ

The resistive circuit element Rinner of Fig. 7 accounts

for energy loss to the inner-MITL electrodes, which are

operated at peak lineal current densities that reach

15 MA=cm. This resistance, which is time dependent, is

calculated in a self-consistent manner by SCREAMER using

Eq. (35) of Ref. [104]. This equation accounts for energy

loss due to Ohmic heating of the inner-MITL electrodes,

diffusion of magnetic field into the electrodes, j ×B work

on the electrodes, and the increase in the inner-MITL’s

vacuum inductance due to motion of the vacuum-electrode

boundary [104]. The element Lload of Fig. 7 is the load

inductance, and is also time dependent.

IV. CIRCUIT MODELS OF THE MAGLIF

AND DYNAMIC-HOHLRAUM LOADS

ASSUMED FOR Z 300

For both the MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum loads, the

circuit element Lload of Fig. 7 is modeled as the time-

dependent inductance of an infinitely thin, perfectly stable

imploding cylindrical liner that has infinite electrical

conductivity. All the results presented in this article assume

such an idealized liner.

The load is modeled as indicated by Fig. 8. To simplify

the circuit model of the load, the boundary between the

inner MITL and load is defined so that Lloadðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0.

This boundary is the cylindrical surface at the initial outer

radius of the liner ai, defined by Fig. 8.

As suggested by Fig. 8, the inductance of the load can be

expressed as follows:

Lload ¼
μ0ℓ

2π
ln
ai

a
; ð40Þ

where ℓ is the length of the liner, ai is the initial liner radius,
and a is the liner radius at time t. Hence,

FIG. 8. Idealized representation of an imploding liner. The

quantity a is the liner radius at time t, and ℓ is the length of the

liner. For the MagLIF loads assumed in this article ai ¼ 0.5 cm

and ℓ ¼ 1.0 cm [69].
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dLload

dt
¼ −μ0ℓv

2πa
; ð41Þ

where v ¼ da=dt is the liner velocity at time t. (Since v is

negative during the implosion, dLload=dt is positive.)
We define V load and Pload to be the voltage and power,

respectively, at r ¼ ai:

V load ≡ Iload
dLload

dt
þ Lload

dIload

dt
; ð42Þ

Pload ≡ V loadIload ¼ I2load
dLload

dt
þ LloadIload

dIload

dt
: ð43Þ

The load power can be expressed as the sum of kinetic and

magnetic components, Pk and Pm:

Pload ¼ Pk þ Pm ¼ Pk þ
d

dt

�

1

2
LloadI

2

load

�

; ð44Þ

where Pk is the power delivered to the kinetic energy of

the liner, and Pm is the power delivered to the magnetic

field within the radius ai. Combining Eqs. (43) and (44)

gives Pk:

Pk ¼
1

2
I2load

dLload

dt
: ð45Þ

We define Eload to be the total energy within the cylindrical

volume bounded by r ¼ ai; this energy is the sum of

kinetic and inductive components:

Eload ≡

Z

t

0

Pload ¼ K þ 1

2
LloadI

2

load; ð46Þ

K ≡

Z

t

0

Pkdt; ð47Þ

where K is the kinetic energy of the liner.

Equations (42) and (43) give the voltage and electrical

power, respectively, at r ¼ ai. We define V liner and Pliner to

be the voltage and electrical power at the instantaneous

liner radius a:

V liner ≡ Iload
dLload

dt
; ð48Þ

Pliner ≡ V linerIload ¼ I2load
dLload

dt
¼ −μ0ℓv

2πa
I2load: ð49Þ

The quantities given by Eqs. (40)–(49) are calculated in a

self-consistent manner by SCREAMER [92,93]. After peak

load current dIload=dt < 0; hence according to Eqs. (43)

and (49), after peak load current, the liner power is greater

than the load power:

Pliner > Pload: ð50Þ

It is clear that at any instant of time, Pliner is the sum

of the power delivered to the kinetic energy of the liner

and the power delivered to the creation of new magnetic

field at r ¼ a:

Pliner ¼ Pk þ Pmðr ¼ aÞ: ð51Þ

Combining Eqs. (45), (49), and (51), we find that at every

instant of time, the power delivered to the liner’s kinetic

energy equals the power delivered to the creation of new

magnetic field:

Pk ¼ Pmðr ¼ aÞ ¼ 1

2
Pliner: ð52Þ

Because of this equivalence, the kinetic energy of the liner

is (for much of the current pulse) approximately equal to

the total magnetic energy within r ¼ ai. It is straightfor-

ward to show that for a current pulse that is constant in

time, the kinetic energy of the liner is at all times exactly

equal to the magnetic energy within r ¼ ai.
Assuming the load can be modeled as an infinitely thin

and perfectly stable liner, the highest peak electrical power

achieved throughout the entire accelerator is the peak value

of Pliner. This value can exceed substantially the peak

electrical power generated by the system of LTD modules,

since the accelerator’s centrally located vacuum section

serves to amplify the power. As discussed above, the power

pulse generated by the LTDs is delivered to the center

section. Since the center section is inductive, it integrates a

large fraction of the incoming power until peak load current

is achieved. Consequently, the center section serves as an

intermediate inductive-energy-storage device. After peak

load current, when the load begins to implode much more

rapidly than it does earlier in the current pulse, the center

section delivers a fraction of its stored energy to the

imploding load due to its rapidly increasing effective

resistance. The characteristic time over which energy is

delivered by the center section to the load is on the order of

Lcenter=ðdLload=dtÞf, where Lcenter is the total inductance of

the center section [as defined by Eq. (C4)] and ðdLload=dtÞf
is the effective liner resistance at the end of its implosion;

i.e., the final effective liner resistance.

The circuit model of Z 300 that drives a MagLIF target

assumes the load consists of a 444-mg beryllium liner

with ai ¼ 0.5 cm and ℓ ¼ 1 cm [69].

The model of Z 300 that drives a dynamic hohlraum

assumes this load consists of three components: a 2-cm-

initial-radius 16.5-mg outer wire array; a 1-cm-initial-

radius 8.26-mg inner array; and a 0.3-cm-radius foam

cylinder located on axis [70–75]. We assume all the current

initially flows in the outer array until it collides with the

inner array at r ¼ 1 cm. We make the simplifying

assumption that the collision is perfectly inelastic, so that
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after the collision, both arrays subsequently implode

together. The axial length ℓ of the dynamic hohlraum is

assumed to be 1.2 cm.

V. RESULTS OF Z-300 CIRCUIT SIMULATIONS

Results of SCREAMER simulations of Z-300 accelerator

shots conducted with MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum

loads are summarized by Table I. The energy error of

the simulations is 0.02%.

To minimize the probability of dielectric failure in Z

300’s system of water-insulated radial impedance trans-

formers, it is necessary for the transformers to satisfy

everywhere the following relation [107,108]:

Ewτ
0.330
w ≤ 1.13 × 105: ð53Þ

At a given location within the transformer system, the

quantity Ew is the peak value in time of the electric

field at the anode, and τw is the full temporal width of

the voltage pulse at 63% of its peak value [107,108]. {Like

the other numbered equations in this article, Eq. (53) is in

SI units. Different units are used in Refs. [107,108].}

Table I lists values of the quantity Ewτ
0.330
w as calculated by

SCREAMER.

The probability that one or more of the six insulator

stacks experience a total stack flashover on an accelerator

shot is estimated using the statistical flashover model

developed in Ref. [109]. As indicated by Table I, estimated

flashover probabilities are less than 1%.

Figure 9(a) plots electrical powers at three locations

within the accelerator, as calculated by the circuit simu-

lation of Z 300 driving a MagLIF load. The stack voltage,

stack current, and load current are plotted by Fig. 10(a).

Other MagLIF-simulation results are summarized by

Table I. This simulation finds that at a 10∶1 liner-

convergence ratio, 4.7 MJ of electrical energy is delivered

to the MagLIF target. Significantly more accurate 2D

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations indicate

4.3 MJ is delivered, and suggest the target will generate

a thermonuclear yield on the order of 18 MJ [assuming

the fuel is an optimized deuterium-tritium (DT) gas

mixture] [69].

TABLE I. Z-300 and Z-800 accelerator and load parameters. The second and fourth columns of the table assume a MagLIF load; the

third and fifth assume the load is a dynamic hohlraum. The center-section inductance Lcenter is defined by Appendix C. The effective

peak pinch current and implosion time are calculated as described by Appendix D. The final load-implosion velocity vf, kinetic energy

delivered to the loadKf, and accelerator efficiency ηa are—for the two simulations conducted with a MagLIF load—calculated when the

load has achieved a 10:1 convergence ratio. For the two simulations conducted with a dynamic hohlraum, these quantities are calculated

when the load has achieved a 6.7:1 convergence ratio. The fusion yields given in the last row are estimated using 2D MHD simulations

[69]. The peak x-ray powers and total x-ray yields assume the dynamic hohlraum can be considered as an ablation-dominated wire-array

z pinch [105,106], which suggests its radiated power and energy scale as indicated by Eqs. (54) and (55), respectively.

Parameter Z 300

(MagLIF)

Z 300 (dynamic

hohlraum)

Z 800

(MagLIF)

Z 800 (dynamic

hohlraum)

Outer accelerator diameter 35 m 35 m 52 m 52 m

Initial energy storage Es 48 MJ 48 MJ 130 MJ 130 MJ

Peak power at the output of the LTD system 320 TW 320 TW 890 TW 890 TW

Ewτ
0.330
w at the output of the impedance transformers 1.11 × 105 1.11 × 105 1.09 × 105 1.08 × 105

Peak power at the input to the stack 260 TW 270 TW 740 TW 740 TW

Peak energy delivered to the stack 26 MJ 24 MJ 61 MJ 63 MJ

Center-section inductance Lcenter 20 nH 20 nH 24 nH 23 nH

Outer radius of the insulator stack 2.39 m 2.39 m 2.65 m 2.65 m

Peak voltage on the vacuum side of the stack 7.7 MV 7.6 MV 15 MV 14 MV

Probability that one or more of the six stacks

flash during a shot

<1% <1% <1% <1%

Effective peak load current Ieff 51 MA 47 MA 70 MA 70 MA

Peak value of the load current Iload 48 MA 45 MA 65 MA 67 MA

Load length ℓ 1 cm 1.2 cm 1 cm 1.2 cm

Initial load radius ai 0.5 cm 2 cm 0.5 cm 2 cm

Total load mass 444 mg 25 mg 444 mg 56 mg

Effective load-implosion time τi;eff 154 ns 120 ns 113 ns 120 ns

Final load-implosion velocity vf 14 cm=μs 54 cm=μs 20 cm=μs 54 cm=μs
Kinetic energy delivered to the load Kf 4.7 MJ 3.6 MJ 8.7 MJ 8.3 MJ

Accelerator efficiency ηa 24% 21% 17% 17%

Peak value of Pliner 870 TW 700 TW 2500 TW 1500 TW

Estimated load performance 18-MJ fusion

yield

510 TW, 4.7 MJ in

thermal x rays

440-MJ fusion

yield

950 TW, 11 MJ in

thermal x rays
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Figure 9(b) plots electrical powers at three locations

within the accelerator, as calculated by the circuit simu-

lation of Z 300 driving a dynamic-hohlraum load. The stack

voltage, stack current, and load current are plotted by

Fig. 10(b). Other dynamic-hohlraum-simulation results are

summarized by Table I.

The total mass per unit length of the two nested wire

arrays of the dynamic hohlraum presently fielded on the

ZR accelerator is 7:1mg=cm [74]. The total mass per unit

length of the two arrays of the dynamic hohlraum assumed

for Z 300 is 21 mg=cm. According to Refs. [105,106], such

wire-array z pinches are ablation dominated. Assuming

the ZR and Z-300 dynamic hohlraums can be considered

as ablation-dominated wire-array z pinches, the peak

x-ray power Pr and total x-ray energy Er radiated by

such dynamic hohlraums scale approximately as follows

[105,106]:

Pr ∝

�

Ieff

τi;eff

�

3=2

; ð54Þ

Er ∝ I2: ð55Þ

Assuming Eqs. (54) and (55), and the results presented by

Ref. [74], we estimate that a dynamic hohlraum driven by Z

300 will radiate 510 TW and 4.7 MJ in thermal x rays.

These results are included in Table I.

VI. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF Z 800

A cross-sectional view of a three-dimensional model of

Z 800 is illustrated by Fig. 11. Z 800, which is 52 m in

diameter, is a larger version of Z 300; hence the discussion

in this section parallels that of Sec. II.
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FIG. 9. Simulated electrical-power time histories at the output of the LTD system, the input to the insulator stack, and the liner for (a) a

Z-300 shot conducted with a MagLIF load; (b) a Z-300 shot conducted with a dynamic hohlraum; (c) a Z-800 shot conducted with a

MagLIF load; and (d) a Z-800 shot conducted with a dynamic hohlraum.
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Like Z 300, Z 800 is powered by 90 identical LTD

modules connected electrically in parallel. Thirty modules

are located and azimuthally distributed in each of three

levels. Each module comprises 60 identical LTD cavities

connected electrically in series; hence Z 800 is powered by

5400 cavities altogether. A single Z-800 module is a longer

and larger-diameter version of the module represented by

Fig. 2: each Z-800 module is 2.5 m in diameter and 13.2 m

in length.

A cross-sectional view of a single Z-800 cavity is similar

to that given by Fig. 3. Each Z-800 cavity is a right-circular

annulus with an outer diameter of 2.5 m, an inner diameter

of 1.3 m, and a length of 0.22 m. Each cavity is driven by

30 identical LTD bricks connected electrically in parallel

and distributed azimuthally within the cavity; hence Z 800

is powered by 162,000 bricks altogether. Each brick is

identical to the 5-GW brick assumed for Z 300. The

Metglas cores within the Z-800 cavities are identical to

the cores used by Z 300, except the Z-800 cores are larger

in diameter.

Each of the accelerator’s 162,000 switches can be

triggered by a 100–kV pulse delivered by a 200-ohm

transmission line. Hence the peak electrical power required

to trigger all the switches is 8 TW, which is a small fraction

of the total accelerator power.

The vertical cylindrical wall that separates the LTD

modules from the Z-800 water section is located at a

radius of 12.7 m. Each of the three LTD-module levels

drives two water-insulated radial-transmission-line imped-

ance transformers; i.e., a triplate. At a radius of 12.7 m, the

AK gap of each of the six transformers is 61 cm; at a radius

of 2.85 m, the AK gap is 74 cm.

FIG. 10. Simulated time histories of the voltage on the vacuum side of the insulator stack, current at the stack, and load current for (a) a

Z-300 shot conducted with a MagLIF load; (b) a Z-300 shot conducted with a dynamic hohlraum; (c) a Z-800 shot conducted with a

MagLIF load; and (d) a Z-800 shot conducted with a dynamic hohlraum.
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The transformers transport the power generated by the

LTD modules to a six-level vacuum-insulator stack. The

outer radius of the stack, illustrated by Figs. 11 and 12, is

2.65 m. As indicated by these figures, the six-level stack

includes seven horizontal electrodes, four of which are

anodes, and three, cathodes. The gap between the anode

and cathode electrodes on the water side of each of the top

two insulator stacks is 79 cm. Each of the top two water

flares that extend from a radius of 2.85 to 2.65 m has an

AK gap that increases from 74 to 79 cm, respectively.

As indicated by Figs. 11 and 12, there are six water flares

altogether, one for each stack level.

Each of the two uppermost insulator stacks includes 12

5.72-cm-thick Rexolite-insulator rings and 11 0.95-cm-

thick anodized-aluminum grading rings. Each of the middle

two stacks includes 13 insulator and 12 grading rings; each

of the lower two, 14 insulator and 13 grading rings. To

increase their flashover strength, the stacks use anode plugs

[90,91], which are not shown in Fig. 12.

As indicated by Fig. 12, six vacuum flares connect

the six insulator stacks to six conical outer MITLs.

The outer MITLs extend radially inward to a radius of

14 cm, at which the outer MITLs connect to a triple-

post-hole vacuum convolute [5,6,12,38,76–79,82–89].

The posts are located at a 10-cm radius. The convolute

connects the six MITLs in parallel, combines the

currents at the outputs of the six MITLs, and delivers

the combined current to a single short inner MITL. The

convolute connects to the inner MITL at a 7-cm radius.

The inner MITL transmits the combined current to the

accelerator’s physics-package load. We assume Z 800 will

use inner MITLs identical to those assumed for the Z 300

machine.

VII. CIRCUIT MODELS OF Z 800

We have developed two circuit models of the Z-800

accelerator. The models were developed using the

SCREAMER circuit code [92,93]. One model assumes Z

800 drives a MagLIF target; the other, a dynamic hohlraum.

Both models are represented by Fig. 7. Since the Z-300 and

Z-800 circuit models have the same types of elements, we

include in this section only equations that differ from those

given in Sec. III.

For Z 800 we assume the following:

nb ¼ 30; ð56Þ

nc ¼ 60; ð57Þ

nt ¼ 162; 000; ð58Þ

rcores ¼ 0.71 m; ð59Þ

Zs ¼ 0.054 Ω; ð60Þ

τt ¼ 292 ns; ð61Þ

Zout ¼ 0.29 Ω; ð62Þ

magnetically 
insulated 
transmission 
lines (MITLs) 

linear-transformer-driver 
(LTD) modules (90 total) 

vacuum-
insulator stack 

water-insulated radial-transmission-line 
impedance transformers 

FIG. 11. Cross-sectional view of a three-dimensional model of the Z-800 accelerator. The model includes a person standing on the

uppermost water-section electrode, near the centrally located vacuum section. The outer diameter of Z 800 is 52 m.
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Lstack ¼ 6.28 nH: ð63Þ

LMITLs ¼ 7.22 nH: ð64Þ

VIII. CIRCUIT MODELS OF THE MAGLIF

AND DYNAMIC-HOHLRAUM LOADS

ASSUMED FOR Z 800

For both the MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum loads, the

circuit element Lload of Fig. 7 is modeled as described by

Sec. IV. The MagLIF load assumed for Z 800 is identical to

that assumed for Z 300. The dynamic hohlraum assumed

for Z 800 is identical to that assumed for Z 300, except that

for Z 800, the masses of the outer and inner arrays are 37.3

and 18.7 mg, respectively.

IX. RESULTS OF Z-800 CIRCUIT SIMULATIONS

Results of SCREAMER simulations of Z-800 accelerator

shots conducted with MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum

loads are summarized by Table I. The energy error of

the simulations is 0.02%. The results parallel those

obtained for Z 300, which are discussed by Sec. V.

Figure 9(c) plots electrical powers at three locations

within the accelerator, as calculated by the simulation

of Z 800 driving a MagLIF load. The stack voltage, stack

current, and load current are plotted by Fig. 10(c). Other

simulation results are summarized by Table I. This simu-

lation finds that at a 10:1 liner-convergence ratio, 8.7 MJ

of electrical energy is delivered to the MagLIF target.

Significantly more accurate 2D MHD simulations indicate

8.0 MJ is delivered, and suggest the target will generate a

thermonuclear yield on the order of 440 MJ (assuming

the fuel is an optimized DT-gas mixture) [69]. This is

substantially in excess of the 130 MJ initially stored by the

Z-800 capacitors.

Figure 9(d) plots electrical powers at three locations

within the accelerator, as calculated by the simulation of Z

800 driving a dynamic-hohlraum load. The stack voltage,

stack current, and load current are plotted by Fig. 10(d).

Other dynamic-hohlraum-simulation results are summa-

rized by Table I.

Assuming (as suggested by Sec. V) that the ZR and

Z-800 dynamic hohlraums can be considered as ablation-

dominated wire-array z pinches, the peak x-ray power Pr

and total x-ray energy Er radiated by such dynamic

hohlraums scale approximately as indicated by Eqs. (54)

and (55), respectively. Assuming these equations and the

results presented in Ref. [74], we estimate that a dynamic

hohlraum driven by Z 800 will radiate 950 TW and 11 MJ

in thermal x rays. These estimates are included in Table I.

X. ACCELERATOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The energy efficiency of a coupled accelerator-load

system ηa is a function of time. We consider here the

efficiency at the time at which the load has imploded to an

arbitrarily specified final radius af, and define the effi-

ciency as follows:

ηa ≡
Kf þ 0.5ðLinner þ Lload;fÞI2f

Es

: ð65Þ

The quantity Kf is the final kinetic energy of the liner,

Lload;f is the final load inductance, and If is the load current

at the time the liner has reached its final radius.

When the Ohmic resistance of the liner during its

implosion can be neglected, Kf is the total energy delivered

by the accelerator to the liner by the time it has completed

its implosion. The quantity 0.5ðLinner þ Lload;fÞI2f is an

estimate of the additional energy that could be delivered to

the load on the time scale of interest, after it has achieved its

final radius. This magnetic-energy term is added since the

simple model of the load outlined by Sec. IV is incapable of

simulating complex mechanisms that transfer energy from

FIG. 12. Cross-sectional view of the centrally located vacuum

section of Z 800. This section includes six water flares, six

vacuum insulator stacks, six vacuum flares, and six conical

MITLs. The six levels of the system are electrically in parallel.

The outer radius of the stack is 2.65 m.
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the magnetic field to the load, such as those discussed in

Refs. [17–26].

For the MagLIF load we arbitrarily assume that the liner

convergence ratio is 10∶1. Hence we assume the final liner

radius is 0.05 cm for both Z 300 and Z 800. For the

dynamic hohlraum, we assume (for both machines) that

the initial radius of the dynamic-hohlraum’s outer wire

array is 2 cm. The outer radius of the dynamic hohlraum’s

centrally located foam target is 0.3 cm. Hence for the

dynamic hohlraum we assume the liner convergence ratio

is 6.7∶1.

Estimates of the accelerator efficiency ηa for both Z 300

and Z 800 are included in Table I.

XI. ACCELERATOR-DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Maximizing the energy efficiency of the coupled accel-

erator-load system is one of the principal goals of an

accelerator-design effort. In this section we discuss how

the Z-300 and Z-800 accelerators might be made more

efficient.

It is clear that the efficiencies of both machines could be

increased by reducing the energy dissipated in resistances

throughout the accelerator. More specifically, the efficien-

cies could be increased by increasing Rshunt, ρw, and Zflow,

and reducing Rs and Rinner.

The efficiencies of both machines could be increased by

reducing the rise time of the LTD current pulse. This would

increase the efficiency by delivering a larger fraction of the

energy stored by the accelerator to the load during the

desired implosion time. However, a faster rise time would

also increase the peak voltage at the vacuum insulator stack.

If the higher stack voltage were to require an increase in the

height of the stack, Lcenter [defined by Eq. (C4)] would

increase. An increase in Lcenter would counter this increased

efficiency by decreasing the peak load current as indicated

by Eqs. (C16) and (C22).

Alternatively, one could increase the time required for

the load to implode by increasing its mass. However, this

would decrease the load’s final implosion velocity, which

might compromise load performance. One could instead

maintain the final implosion velocity by increasing the

initial radius of the load while keeping its mass constant.

This approach, which would increase the liner aspect ratio,

might compromise load performance by increasing growth

of implosion instabilities [17–26].

The efficiencies of Z 300 and Z 800 could be increased

by improved impedance matching. For example, as sug-

gested by Eq. (C8), the impedance transformers could be

made more efficient by reducing Zout=Zin, the ratio of the

impedance at the output of the transformers to that at the

input. Since Zin ¼ Zs [Eq. (25)], this could be accom-

plished by increasing the LTD output impedance Zs. This

impedance could be increased by keeping the total number

of LTD cavities constant, and rearranging the cavities into a

fewer number of higher-impedance higher-voltage LTD

modules. However, this would require longer and possibly

larger-diameter modules, which would increase module

fabrication and operational difficulties. This may also

increase the outer diameter of the machine.

The impedance transformers could also be made more

efficient by reducing the effective impedance of the

accelerator’s center section. This could be accomplished

by reducing Lcenter, which would reduce Zout as indicated

by Eqs. (C12) and (C18) and hence reduce the transformer-

impedance ratio Zout=Zin. Of course, reducing Lcenter would

also directly increase the peak load current, as suggested by

Eqs. (C16) and (C22).

The efficiency of the transformer system could be

increased by increasing τt; however, this would require

either increasing the outer diameter of the accelerator or

using a liquid insulator with a dielectric constant greater

than that of water. Increasing the accelerator diameter

would increase the cost of the building within which the

accelerator resides; use of a higher-dielectric-constant

liquid insulator may create worker safety and environmen-

tal issues. The efficiency of the transformers may also

be increased by using an impedance profile that is more

efficient than the exponential function [96].

The efficiency of either Z 300 or Z 800 might be

increased by changing the diameter of the insulator stack.

No attempt has been made to calculate the accelerator

efficiency as a function of stack diameter.

The designs of both accelerators assume the water-

dielectric-breakdown relationdeveloped byRefs. [107,108].

Increasing the dielectric strength of water, or using a liquid

insulator with a higher-dielectric strength, would make it

possible to use a lower value of Zout. This would increase

the efficiency of the impedance transformers, as suggested

by Eq. (C8).

Developing an insulator stack with a dielectric-flashover

strength greater than that of the insulator design described

by Refs. [90,91] would make it possible to reduce the

height and hence the inductance of the stack. This would

reduce Lcenter, which would increase the peak load current

as suggested by Eqs. (C16) and (C22).

Each machine could also be made more efficient by

reducing current loss within the machine’s stack-MITL

system, which includes the insulator stacks, vacuum flares,

outer MITLs, triple-post-hole vacuum convolute, inner

MITL, and load. We discuss stack-MITL-system current

loss in Appendices A and B.

XII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The two conceptual designs outlined in this article

suggest it is possible—with existing technology—to build

an accelerator that delivers 45–70MA in a 100-ns pulse to a

physics-package load. Such a machine would revolutionize

the field of high-energy-density physics. However, it is

clear much work remains to be done.
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The conceptual designs of Z 300 and Z 800 outlined

herein are point designs; i.e., designs that are self-consistent

but not optimized. The designs are intended to serve as a

starting point for the development of an optimized final

design of an advanced next-generation accelerator. The

optimized design should address not only electrical per-

formance but also safety, mechanical, operational, and cost

considerations. Furthermore, the design must be compat-

ible with requirements associated with the intended

fusion yield.

We recommend that such an accelerator-optimization

effort determine, for a given total number of LTD bricks nt,
the optimum number of bricks per LTD cavity, and the

optimum number of cavities per LTD module. We also

suggest such an effort optimize the outer and inner

diameters of the LTD cavity, the cavity length, and the

outer diameters of the accelerator and insulator stack.

In addition, this effort should determine the optimum

number of accelerator levels. The conceptual designs of Z

300 and Z 800 each have six levels; i.e., each design includes

six parallel transmission-line impedance transformers and

a six-level stack-MITL system. However, as suggested

by Ref. [40], it is not clear that the optimum number of

levels is six; for example, eight may offer superior overall

performance.

Furthermore, we recommend that the accelerator-

development effort include the following activities:

(1) development of a detailed transmission-line circuit

model of the entire accelerator, from the LTDs to the load;

(2) development of a 3D electromagnetic model of the

entire accelerator; (3) development of a 3D mechanical

model of the accelerator; (4) development of a 3D PIC

model of the accelerator’s coupled MITL-convolute-load

system (this model would include, in a self-consistent

manner, physics models of the formation and evolution of

cathode and anode plasmas); (5) continued development of

advanced switches, capacitors, ferromagnetic cores, capaci-

tor-charge resistors, switch-trigger resistors, switch-trigger

pulse generators, impedance-transformer designs, energy

diverters, vacuum-insulator-stack designs, post-hole-

convolute designs, and MITL-electrode-surface cleaning

techniques; (6) design, fabrication, assembly, and commis-

sioning of a full-scale 1=90th sector of the accelerator

(the sector would include a full-scale LTD module, and a

full-length transmission-line impedance transformer);

(7) demonstration that the 1=90th sector meets all safety,

electrical, mechanical, reliability, operational, and cost

requirements; (8) development of 3D PIC models of the

baseline MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum loads that will be

fielded on the new accelerator; (9) demonstration that the

circuit, electromagnetic, mechanical, and PIC models listed

above are predictive, which would indicate that the coupled

accelerator-load system will perform as intended; and

(10) development of an approach to manage the intended

thermonuclear-fusion yields.
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APPENDIX A: CURRENT LOSS WITHIN

THE STACK-MITL SYSTEM UPSTREAM

OF THE CONVOLUTE

In this Appendix, we outline a physics model of current

loss within the Z-300 and Z-800 stack-MITL systems

upstream of the triple-post-hole vacuum convolute, and

discuss how this loss can be minimized. Current loss within

the convolute and inner MITL is addressed by Appendix B.

The centrally located vacuum sections of the Z-300

and Z-800 accelerators are illustrated by Figs. 4 and 12,

respectively. As indicated by Secs. II and VI, the

designs of these center sections are based on the

successful stack-MITL-system concept described by

Refs. [4–7,10,12,16,20,28–35,37–39,76–79,82–89].

The Z-300 and Z-800 stack-MITL systems are six-

level versions of the four-level systems discussed in

[4–7,10,12,16,20,28–35,37–39,76–79,82–89]. Each of

the six levels comprises a water flare, insulator stack,

vacuum flare, and outer MITL. Each stack serves as the

water-vacuum interface. The six levels are electrically in

parallel. At a radius of 14 cm, the outer MITLs connect to a

triple-post-hole vacuum convolute. The posts are located at

a 10-cm radius. At a radius of 7 cm, the convolute connects

to an inner MITL, which delivers the output current of the

convolute to the load.

Several mechanisms can lead to current loss within such

a system. Current can be lost along the plastic-vacuum

interface of an insulator stack due to dielectric flashover

[109]. Current can also be lost at the transition from a
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vacuum flare to an outer MITL; such loss is referred to as

MITL-injection loss [110]. In addition, current can be lost

within an outer MITL (even after magnetic insulation is

nominally established) due to electron leakage across the

MITL’s AK gap [97]; positive-ion emission from the

MITL’s anode electrode [111]; and negative-ion emission

from the MITL’s cathode [112,113].

Table II lists current-loss measurements that were

performed on several Z-accelerator shots. The loss was

measured within the Z stack-MITL system between

r ¼ 165 cm and r ¼ 80 cm. The current measurements

at r ¼ 165 cm listed in the table were conducted immedi-

ately upstream of Z’s plastic-vacuum interface, which was

located at r ¼ 160 cm. Each Z vacuum flare connected to

an outer MITL at a radius of ∼130 cm. Each outer MITL

extended from r ∼ 130 cm to r ¼ 10 cm. Each outer MITL

connected to Z’s double-post-hole vacuum convolute

at a radius of 10 cm; the convolute posts were located at

a 7.62-cm radius.

The table demonstrates that insulator-stack, MITL-

injection, electron-leakage, positive-ion, and negative-ion

current loss can be neglected for a well-designed stack-

MITL system, one based on the stack-MITL concept

described by Refs. [4–7,10,12,16,20,28–35,37–39,

76–79,82–89]. According to Table II, the measured values

of the total current loss between r ¼ 165 cm and

r ¼ 80 cm are less than experimental uncertainties. The

measurements are consistent with transmission-line-circuit

[32,33,38] and 2D and 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-

tions [5,6,12,31,76–79].

Negligible current loss was achieved within the

Z–accelerator’s stack-MITL system between r ¼ 165 cm

and r ¼ 80 cm by taking the following approach: design-

ing the system’s four insulator stacks not to flash during

the time interval of interest [109]; basing the vacuum-

flare designs on the strongly magnetically insulated

axisymmetric-vacuum-flare concept described by

Refs. [4–7,10,12,16,20,28–35,37–39,82–89]; designing

the outer MITLs to be extremely well insulated for most

of the electrical power pulse [5,6,10,12,31–33,38,76–79];

minimizing emission of positive ions from the outer-MITL

anodes [32,33] by limiting the temperature rise of the anode

surfaces to less than 400 K [111]; and minimizing emission

of negative ions from the outer-MITL cathodes by not

coating the cathode surfaces with graphite or any other

substance [112,113].

TABLE II. Measured insulator-stack, MITL, and loss currents for several sets of shots conducted on the Z accelerator. The shots are

described in Refs. [37,38]. The measured loss includes that due to insulator flashover at the insulator stacks, MITL-injection current loss

between the vacuum flares and outer MITLs, electron-leakage current in the outer MITLs, positive-ion emission from the outer-MITL

anodes, and negative-ion emission from the outer-MITL cathodes. For the 90-kV shots, the estimated uncertainty (1σ) in the current loss

is 0.4 MA; for the 60-kV shots, the uncertainty is 0.26 MA. Hence for each of the four sets of measurements summarized here, the

measured current loss between r ¼ 165 cm and r ¼ 80 cm is less than the measurement uncertainty.

Z-shot parameters

Z-accelerator

Marx-charge

voltage

Peak value of

the total current at

the insulator stack

(r ¼ 165 cm)

Peak value of

the total current in the

MITL system

(r ¼ 80 cm)

Total current loss

at peak current, between

r ¼ 165 cm and

r ¼ 80 cm

Average of seven nominally

identical shots conducted with a

2-cm-length, 2-cm-initial-radius

4.27-mg wire array [38]

(Z-shots 51, 52, 540, 541, 619,

685, and 783)

90 kV 20.14 MA 20.34 MA −0.20 MA

Average of four nominally

identical shots conducted with a

1-cm-length, 1-cm-initial-radius

5.88-mg wire array [38]

(Z-shots 723, 724, 817, and 818)

90 kV 20.60 MA 20.81 MA −0.21 MA

Average of two nominally

identical shots conducted with a

1-cm-length, 1-cm-initial-radius

2.74-mg wire array [38] (Z-shots 725

and 819)

60 kV 13.06 MA 13.05 MA 0.01 MA

Average of eight nominally

identical shots conducted with a

1.2-cm-length 2-cm-initial-radius

dynamic hohlraum [37] (Z-shots

1542–1549)

90 kV 21.84 MA 21.65 MA 0.19 MA
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We propose to take the same approach to minimize

the current loss upstream of the convolute within the Z-300

and Z-800 stack-MITL systems.

As indicated by Table I, the insulator stacks of the Z-300

and Z-800 accelerators are designed to have a flashover

probability that is less than 1%. As indicated by Figs. 4

and 12, the vacuum-flare designs of Z 300 and Z 800

are based on the successful concept described by

Refs. [4–7,10,12,16,20,28–35,37–39,82–89].

The nominal impedance of the outer-MITL system of the

Z accelerator was 0.578 ohms. The nominal impedance of

the outer-MITL systems of the Z-300 and Z-800 accel-

erators is 0.833 ohms. Hence for a given load-inductance

time history, the Z-300 and Z-800 outer MITLs will be

better magnetically insulated than those of the Z machine.

The temperature of the anode surfaces of an outer-MITL

system increases during an accelerator shot due to electron-

energy deposition and Ohmic heating. The component of

the temperature rise due to electrons can be estimated

numerically with circuit [32,33] and particle-in-cell

[5,6,12,31,76–79] simulations. Such calculations suggest

we limited the temperature rise of Z’s outer-MITL anodes

to 120 K. For the outer-MITL anodes of Z 300 and Z 800,

the temperature rise due to electron-energy deposition is

expected to be ∼120K, since even though Z 300 and Z 800

generate more current, their outer MITLs provide superior

magnetic insulation.

The component of the temperature rise due to Ohmic

heating can be estimated analytically [114,115]:

Δθ ¼ 1.273
B2

2μ0cv
¼ 1.273

μ0j
2

2cv
: ðA1Þ

In this expression B is the magnetic field at the conductor

surface, cv ¼ 3.37 × 106 ½J=ðm3KÞ� is the specific heat of

stainless steel (which we use to fabricate MITL electrodes),

and j is the lineal current density (in A=m) at the conductor

surface. The constant 1.273 assumes the current rises

linearly with time; other constants are obtained for different

current-pulse time histories [114,115].

According to Eq. (A1), we limited the temperature rise

due to Ohmic heating of Z’s outer-MITL anode surfaces

to 20 K. For the outer-MITL anodes of Z 300 and Z 800,

the increases in temperature due to Ohmic heating are

estimated to be 20 and 40 K, respectively. Hence the total

increases in temperature (due to electron-energy deposition

and Ohmic heating) of the outer-MITL anodes of Z 300 and

Z 800 are expected to be less than the 400 K required for

significant ion emission [111].

The negative-ion current emitted from an uncoated

cathode of a conical outer MITL can be estimated as

follows. According to Refs. [112,113], the areal current

density Jn of negative-ion emission from the cathode of a

MITL is proportional to the third power of the lineal density

of the current flowing on the cathode surface j:

Jn ¼ kj3 ¼ k

�

B

μ0

�

3

< JCL: ðA2Þ

In this expression k is a constant, B is the magnetic field

at the cathode surface, and JCL is the space-charge-limited

negative-ion current density. (It is understood that Jn is

bounded above by JCL.) Integrating the above equation

leads directly to the following expression for the total

negative-ion current emitted from a conical MITL cathode:

In ¼ k
I3k

4π2 cos ϑ

�

1

rmin

−

1

rmax

�

< ICL: ðA3Þ

The quantity In is the total negative ion current, Ik is the

MITL-cathode current, ϑ is the angle of the MITL cone

with respect to the horizontal, rmin is the minimum radius of

the cone, rmax is the maximum radius, and ICL is the space-
charge-limited negative-ion current.

The information provided by Ref. [112] suggests that,

for the experimental configuration discussed in [112], the

negative-ion current density emitted from an uncoated

aluminum MITL cathode is less than 1375 A=m2.

(Orders of magnitude higher current densities are obtained

with a graphite coating [112].) This upper bound was

observed at a lineal current density of 1 MA=m.

Reference [112] also notes that the geometry used to make

the negative-ion-current measurement enhanced the current

density by at least a factor of 3 over that which would have

been obtained from a system with planar geometry. Hence

we conclude from these observations that for an uncoated

planar aluminum MITL cathode

k < 4.6 × 10−16ðSI unitsÞ: ðA4Þ

For the reasons discussed in Ref. [38], we propose to use

stainless-steel-304L cathodes for the Z-300 and Z-800

MITLs. The results of [112,113] suggest the cathodes

should be uncoated, as were the cathodes described in [38].

Although Eqs. (A2)–(A4) were developed using data

acquired with an uncoated aluminum cathode, we tenta-

tively assume these expressions also apply to uncoated

stainless steel.

According to Eqs. (A3) and (A4), the peak negative-ion

current within the outer-MITL system of the 22-MA Z

accelerator was less than 80 kA. The peak negative-ion

currents within the outer-MITL systems of Z 300 and Z 800

are expected to be less than 340 and 1000 kA, respectively.

Hence current loss due to negative-ion emission within

the outer MITLs of Z 300 and Z 800 is expected to be

negligible.

APPENDIX B: CURRENT LOSS WITHIN THE

CONVOLUTE AND INNER MITL

In this Appendix, we outline a physics model of current

loss within the post-hole vacuum convolute and inner
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MITL of an accelerator such as Z 300 and Z 800, and

discuss how this loss can be minimized.

We begin by observing that the outer MITLs, convolute,

inner MITL, and load are a coupled system, and that the

convolute is a complex three-dimensional device. The

MITL-convolute-load systems of the Z-300 and Z-800

accelerators will operate at peak voltages on the order of

107 V and peak powers of 1014–1015 W. A complete

understanding of such a coupled and complex high-voltage,

high-power system requires fully relativistic, fully electro-

magnetic PIC simulations of the time evolution of the

system. Such simulations have been conducted and are

described in Refs. [5,6,12,31,76–79].

The simulations make clear that current loss within the

convolute and inner MITL is carried by charged particles

that cross the system’s AK gaps. Electrons are emitted from

the cathode surfaces of the outer MITLs wherever the

electric field has exceeded 240 kV=cm [116]. These

electronsE ×B drift toward the load, and are subsequently

lost to the anode surfaces of the convolute and inner MITL

[5,6,12,31,76–79]. Although this component of the current

loss occurs within the convolute and inner MITL, the

current that is lost originates as electron-flow current in the

outer MITLs.

Cathode plasma formed by the electron-emission process

in the outer MITLs is heated by this process and, in

addition, Ohmic heating due to cathode conduction current.

As a result, the cathode plasma expands toward the anode

surfaces of the outer MITLs [12,77–79,102,103]. Because

of this expansion, the effective AK gaps of the outer MITLs

decrease with time, which increases the electron-flow

current that is launched in the outer MITLs.

As the outer-MITL electron-flow current is lost to the

anode surfaces of the convolute and inner MITL, the

temperature of these surfaces increases. The anode-surface

temperature also increases due to Ohmic heating by anode

conduction current. The increased temperature increases

the rate of contaminant desorption from these surfaces. The

desorbed contaminants expand toward the cathodes of the

convolute and inner MITL, become ionized, and serve as a

source of positive ions that conduct additional current loss.

Cathode plasma formed by the electron-emission process

in the convolute and inner MITL is heated by this process

and, in addition, Ohmic heating due to cathode conduction

current. As a result, the cathode plasma expands toward the

anode surfaces of the convolute and inner MITL [77–79].

The expansion of both the anode and cathode plasmas

reduces the system’s effective AK gaps, which increases

the ion-current loss within the convolute and inner MITL

[77–79]. In addition, flow electrons from the outer MITLs

fill a significant fraction of the vacuum gaps of the

convolute and inner MITL with negative space charge,

which enhances the positive-ion current [117].

Particle-in-cell simulations conducted to date

[5,6,12,31,76–79] suggest the above physical model of

current loss within the convolute and inner MITL. The

simulations also make clear that such a system can be

efficient under three conditions: when the characteristic

impedance of the load is much less than that of the outer-

MITL system; the surfaces of the outer MITLs, convolute,

and inner-MITL electrodes are sufficiently clean; and the

system’s AK gaps are large enough not to close signifi-

cantly due to the expansion of the system’s anode and

cathode plasmas during the time interval of interest.

These three conditions are coupled. As the load imped-

ance is reduced, the voltage is reduced and the current is

increased throughout the MITL-convolute-load system.

This improves magnetic insulation of electrons and ions

throughout the system. The increased insulation reduces

the amount of electron-flow current that is launched in the

outer MITLs and deposited at the anode electrodes of the

convolute and inner MITL. The increased insulation also

reduces the ion current that is lost within the convolute

and inner MITL. As a consequence, the increased

insulation increases the amount of surface contamination

that can be tolerated, and decreases the minimum allowed

AK gaps.

Hence the path to minimizing current loss within the

convolute and inner MITL is clear: we must minimize the

ratio of load impedance to that of the outer-MITL system;

minimize contamination of the electrode surfaces of the

outer MITLs, convolute, and inner MITL; and design these

components to include sufficiently large AK gaps.

Experiments conducted on the Z accelerator with a

dynamic-hohlraum load operated at a peak current of

22 MA achieved negligible current loss in the accelerator’s

stack-MITL-convolute system [37]. The loss that was

measured includes the following components: current loss

at the insulator stacks; MITL-injection loss between the

vacuum flares and outer MITLs; electron-leakage loss in

the outer MITLs; positive-ion and negative-ion emission in

the outer MITLs; electron current loss in the double-post-

hole vacuum convolute; and positive- and negative-ion

current loss in the convolute. The total current loss was so

small it was difficult to measure: the observed fractional

loss was 0.1%� 5% [37]. Insulator-stack and inner-MITL

current time histories measured on a typical Z shot

conducted with a dynamic hohlraum are plotted in

Ref. [37] and by Fig. 13(a).

Experiments presently conducted on ZR with a dynamic

hohlraum at 26 MA also achieve a negligible total current

loss. The measured loss is 3%� 5%. Insulator-stack and

inner-MITL current time histories measured on a typical

ZR shot conducted with a dynamic hohlraum are plotted

by Fig. 13(b). Both the Z and ZR measurements are

consistent with transmission-line-circuit [32,33,38] and

fully relativistic, fully electromagnetic PIC simulations

[5,6,12,31,76–79].

We have designed the Z-300 and Z-800 accelerators to

achieve, with the MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum loads
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described in this article, fractional current losses that are

comparable to those achieved by Z and ZR with a dynamic

hohlraum. We can estimate analytically the current losses

as follows.

As discussed by Sec. III, SCREAMER calculates the

MITL-system current loss in a self-consistent manner using

Eqs. (31)–(36). Figure 7, which illustrates the model used

by SCREAMER, represents the six-level outer-MITL system

as an inductor. To estimate the current loss analytically, it is

more convenient to use the circuit model given by Fig. 14,

which represents the outer-MITL system as a transmis-

sion line.

Figure 14 suggests that at peak load current, the voltage

at the output of the MITL system VMITLs can be expressed

as follows (since dIk=dt ¼ 0):

VMITLs ¼ IkðZload þ RinnerÞ; ðB1Þ

where

Zload ≡
dLload

dt

�

dIk

dt
¼ 0

�

: ðB2Þ

When Iloss ≪ Ia, we can combine Eqs. (31)–(36) and (B1)

to obtain an estimate for the fractional current loss at peak

load current:

Iloss

Ia
¼ 1.4

�

Zload þ Rinner

ZMITLs

�

2

: ðB3Þ

[Of course, all the quantities in Eq. (B3) are to be

evaluated at peak load current.] This equation assumes all

the electron-flow current launched in the outer MITLs is

lost to the anode in the vicinity of the convolute.

Equation (B3) also assumes that the water flares, insu-

lator stacks, vacuum flares, outer MITLs, convolute, inner

MITL, and load are designed and operated in such a

manner that this component of the current loss is the

dominant loss mechanism. Equation (B3) makes clear

that to minimize this current loss requires that we

minimize the ratio ðZload þ RinnerÞ=ZMITLs.

For the Z-300 accelerator, we use SCREAMER to estimate

Zload þ Rinner at peak load current for the MagLIF and

dynamic-hohlraum loads described in this article:

ðZload þ RinnerÞMagLIF

ZMITLs

¼ 0.07; ðB4Þ

FIG. 13. (a) Measured insulator-stack and inner-MITL currents for Z-shot 1548 [37]. The load on this shot was a dynamic hohlraum.

The inner-MITL current was measured 6 cm from the symmetry axis of the load. (b) Measured insulator-stack and inner-MITL currents

for ZR-shot 2759, which also drove a dynamic hohlraum. The inner-MITL current was measured at the same distance from the

symmetry axis.

FIG. 14. Idealized circuit model of a coupled MITL-convolute-

load system. This model is consistent with that given by Fig. 7,

except here we represent the outer-MITL system as a trans-

mission line instead of a lumped inductor.
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ðZload þ RinnerÞDH
ZMITLs

¼ 0.11: ðB5Þ

For Z 800,

ðZload þ RinnerÞMagLIF

ZMITLs

¼ 0.12; ðB6Þ

ðZload þ RinnerÞDH
ZMITLs

¼ 0.11: ðB7Þ

For the Z accelerator,

ðZload þ RinnerÞDH
ZMITLs

¼ 0.16: ðB8Þ

For ZR,

ðZload þ RinnerÞDH
ZMITLs

¼ 0.13: ðB9Þ

The nominal values of ZMITLs for the outer-MITL systems

of the Z, ZR, Z-300, and Z-800 machines are 0.578, 0.695,

0.833, and 0.833 Ω, respectively. We note that, for each of

the cases considered above, Zload ≫ Rinner.

Equations (B1)–(B9) suggest that, at peak load current,

the fractional current loss on Z-300 and Z-800 shots

(when driving the MagLIF and dynamic-hohlraum loads

described in this article) will be comparable to that lost

on dynamic-hohlraum shots conducted on Z and ZR. We

could reduce the loss further by increasing the value of

ZMITLs for Z 300 and Z 800. However, this would increase

the MITL-system inductance for each of these two

machines. As suggested by Eqs. (C16) and (C22), the

increased inductance would increase the stored electrical

energy required to deliver a given current to the load, which

would increase the size and cost of these accelerators.

Equation (B1) estimates the voltage at the output of the

outer-MITL system at peak load current (i.e., when

dIk=dt ¼ 0), and hence is independent of Lcon and

Linner. This voltage is used to estimate the fractional current

loss at peak load current. It is also of interest to estimate the

current loss earlier in time, when dIk=dt has reached its

peak positive value. At this time, the voltage at the output

of the outer-MITL system is given approximately by the

following expression:

VMITLs ¼ ðLcon þ LinnerÞ
dIk

dt
: ðB10Þ

Equation (B10) makes the simplifying assumption that

at peak dIk=dt, the contributions to VMITLs due to the

quantities IkðdLload=dtÞ, LloadðdIk=dtÞ, and IkRinner can

be neglected.

When Iloss ≪ Ia, we can combine Eqs. (31)–(36) and

(B10) to obtain an estimate for the fractional current loss

when dIk=dt has reached its peak positive value:

Iloss

Ia
¼ 1.4

�ðLcon þ LinnerÞðdIk=dtÞ
IkZMITLs

�

2

: ðB11Þ

[Of course, all the quantities in Eq. (B11) are to be

evaluated at peak dIk=dt.] According to Eq. (B11), the

fractional current loss on Z 300 and Z 800 will be

comparable to that lost on Z and ZR.

We caution that Eqs. (B3) and (B11) are valid only

under the idealized assumptions given in Sec. III and this

Appendix. For example, it is clear that if the current loss at

peak dIk=dt [as estimated by Eq. (B11)] were sufficiently

large, it would cause the AK gaps of the convolute and

inner MITL to close significantly before peak current,

which would increase the fractional current loss at peak

current above that predicted by Eq. (B3). In addition,

Eqs. (B3) and (B11) are invalid when the electrode surfaces

of the insulator stacks, vacuum flares, outer MITLs,

convolute, or inner MITL are sufficiently contaminated;

or when the AK gaps of one or more of these components

are sufficiently small.

APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC

ACCELERATOR-SCALING RELATIONS

An accurate and detailed understanding of the perfor-

mance of an accelerator (such as Z 300 or Z 800) that

generates on the order of a petawatt of peak electrical power

in a 100-ns pulse requires accurate and detailed numerical

simulations. Developing and optimizing the design of such

a machine requires a series of iterative simulations to

determine optimum values of accelerator-circuit parame-

ters. Nevertheless, approximate analytic scaling relations

can provide useful insight into the operation of such an

ultrahigh peak-electrical-power machine. Such relations

can also provide initial estimates of optimum values of

parameters, which can be useful as starting points for the

iterative calculations.

To facilitate the development of such analytic relations,

we develop in this section an idealized accelerator circuit

model, one simpler than that given by Fig. 7. We begin by

assuming

Rs ≪

ffiffiffiffiffi

Ls

Cs

s

; ðC1Þ

Rshunt ≫

ffiffiffiffiffi

Ls

Cs

s

; ðC2Þ

Zflow ≫ Zload: ðC3Þ
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We also assume that, from the perspective of the accel-

erator’s impedance-transformer system, the dominant elec-

trical parameter of the accelerator’s centrally located

vacuum system is its total inductance Lcenter.

The center-section inductance Lcenter is a function of

time. We neglect here the time dependence and use instead

a characteristic value of the inductance:

Lcenter ¼ Lstack þ LMITLs þ Lcon þ Linner þ Lload;f: ðC4Þ

The quantities Lstack, LMITLs, Lcon, and Linner are defined in

Sec. III. The quantity Lload;f is the final load inductance;

i.e., the inductance of the load after it has imploded to an

arbitrarily specified final radius af. For both Z 300 and Z

800, Lload;f for a MagLIF liner at a 10∶1 convergence ratio

is estimated neglecting implosion instabilities:

Lload;f ¼ 4.61 nH: ðC5Þ

For both Z 300 and Z 800, Lload;f for a dynamic hohlraum is

calculated at the time this load has imploded from a radius

of 2.0 to 0.3 cm. Coincidentally, this inductance is

approximately the same as that of a MagLIF load:

Lload;f ¼ 4.55 nH: ðC6Þ

Equation (C4) neglects the increase in the inner-MITL’s

inductance due to magnetic diffusion and motion of the

MITL’s vacuum-electrode boundary [104]. (As discussed

in Sec. III, both of these effects are accounted for in the

circuit model of Fig. 7 by the element Rinner [104].)

We make the additional assumption that ρw is so high

that resistive losses in the water dielectric of the impedance

transformers can be neglected. Under this condition and the

others given above, Fig. 7 reduces to the idealized circuit

given by Fig. 15.

Equations (1), (10), (23), (25), (C1), and (C2) can be

used to estimate, for the idealized circuit of Fig. 15, the

impedance Zin that maximizes the peak forward-going

power delivered by the LTDs to the input of the impedance

transformers:

Zs ¼ Zin ¼ 1.1

ffiffiffiffiffi

Ls

Cs

s

¼ 1.1
n2c

nt

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Lb

Cb

s

: ðC7Þ

The power-transport efficiency of the transformer system

ηt can be estimated using the results of Ref. [95]:

ηt ≈

�

1 −
½lnðZout=ZinÞ�2

8ωτt

�

2

≈ exp

�

−½lnðZout=ZinÞ�2
4ωτt

�

;

ðC8Þ

where ω is the dominant angular frequency of the voltage

pulse. The first equation above follows directly from the

results presented in [95]. The second equation, given by

Ref. [40], simply uses the exponential function to approxi-

mate the first equation. Equation (C8) assumes that the

impedance of the circuit that drives the transformer system

is Zin, the impedance of the load at the output of the system

is Zout, and

½lnðZout=ZinÞ�2
4ωτt

≪ 1. ðC9Þ

For the discussion in this Appendix, we make the

additional simplifying assumption that the transformer is

100% efficient:

ηt ¼ 1: ðC10Þ

We also assume the LTD modules are transit time isolated

from the accelerator’s centrally located vacuum section:

2τt >
π

ω
: ðC11Þ

Under the conditions given by Eqs. (C1)–(C3), (C7),

(C10), and (C11), dimensional analysis makes clear that

for the idealized circuit illustrated by Fig. 15, the value of

Zout that maximizes the peak electrical power delivered

by the transformer system to Lcenter can be a function only

of Lcenter=ðLsCsÞ1=2, or equivalently Lcenter=ðLbCbÞ1=2.

FIG. 15. Idealized version of the accelerator-circuit model illustrated by Fig. 7.
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We use iterative SCREAMER [92,93] simulations to deter-

mine numerically this optimum value of Zout:

Zout ¼ 0.88
Lcenter
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LsCs

p ¼ 0.88
Lcenter
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p : ðC12Þ

Equation (C12), which is consistent with Eq. (6) of

Ref. [40], can be used to provide an initial estimate for

the optimum value of Zout for an accelerator modeled

by Fig. 7.

Under the conditions given by Eqs. (C1)–(C3), (C7), and

(C10)–(C12), the peak power delivered by the LTD-circuit

of Fig. 15 to Zin—and the peak power delivered in turn

by the impedance transformers to Lcenter—are the same to

within 1%. Dimensional analysis makes clear that both

peak powers can be expressed in terms of LTD-system

parameters:

Pp ¼ 0.30V2
s

ffiffiffiffiffi

Cs

Ls

s

¼ 0.30ntV
2

b

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cb

Lb

s

: ðC13Þ

The constant 0.30 of Eq. (C13) is determined using iterative

SCREAMER simulations. The time history of the power

delivered to Lcenter is plotted by Fig. 16.

Under the conditions given by Eqs. (C1)–(C3), (C7), and

(C10)–(C12), the peak energy delivered to Lcenter is given

by the following:

Ep ¼ 0.34CsV
2
s ¼ 0.34ntCbV

2

b: ðC14Þ

Hence when Zout is chosen to maximize the peak power

delivered to Lcenter, only 68% of the energy initially stored

by the accelerator’s LTD modules [as given by Eq. (8)] can

be delivered (in the initial power pulse) by the idealized

circuit of Fig. 15 to an inductive load. Under the conditions

given by Eqs. (C1)–(C3), (C7), and (C10)–(C12), the peak

voltage and current, Vp and Ip, respectively, at Lcenter are

also readily calculated:

Vp ¼ 0.63Vs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Lcenter

Ls

s

¼ 0.63Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntLcenter

Lb

s

; ðC15Þ

Ip ¼ 0.82Vs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cs

Lcenter

s

¼ 0.82Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntCb

Lcenter

s

: ðC16Þ

The time history of the current delivered to Lcenter is plotted

by Fig. 17. The 10%–90% rise time of the current pulse

delivered to Lcenter is a function of LTD-system parameters:

τr ¼ 1.24
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LsCs

p

¼ 1.24
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p

: ðC17Þ

Equations (C12)–(C17) are accurate to within 2% for the

idealized circuit illustrated by Fig. 15. These equations are

summarized by Table III.

Experimental requirements dictate the requisite value of

the current rise time τr. Pulsed-power technology places a

practical limit on the minimum inductance Lb that can be

achieved by an LTD brick. Under these conditions,

Eq. (C17) provides an initial estimate for Cb, the requisite

capacitance per brick. Experimental requirements also

dictate the requisite value of the peak load current Ip.

Pulsed-power technology places practical limits on the

minimum value of Lcenter and maximum value of Vb. Under

these conditions, Eq. (C16) provides an initial estimate of

the requisite number of LTD bricks, nt. Once Lb, Cb, Vb,

and nt are known, Eqs. (8) and (C13) can be used to

estimate how much energy needs to be stored by the

accelerator’s capacitors, and how much electrical power

must be generated by the accelerator, to meet the require-

ments of the experiment.

FIG. 16. Time history of the electrical power delivered to the

inductance Lcenter of the idealized accelerator-circuit model

illustrated by Fig. 15, assuming Eqs. (C7) and (C12).

FIG. 17. Time history of the current delivered to the inductance

Lcenter of the idealized accelerator-circuit model illustrated

by Fig. 15, assuming Eqs. (C7) and (C12).
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Equation (C12) gives the value of Zout that maximizes

the peak electrical power delivered by the circuit of Fig. 15

to an inductive load. When Eqs. (C1)–(C3), (C7), (C10),

and (C11) are applicable, the value of Zout that maximizes

the peak current (which also maximizes the peak energy)

is given by

Zout ¼ 0.55
Lcenter
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LsCs

p ¼ 0.55
Lcenter
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p : ðC18Þ

Under the conditions given by Eqs. (C1)–(C3), (C7), (C10),

(C11), and (C18), the peak power and energy delivered by

the impedance transformers to Lcenter are given by

Pp ¼ 0.28V2
s

ffiffiffiffiffi

Cs

Ls

s

¼ 0.28ntV
2

b

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cb

Lb

s

; ðC19Þ

Ep ¼ 0.36CsV
2
s ¼ 0.36ntCbV

2

b: ðC20Þ

As expected, the power given by Eq. (C19) is less than that

given by Eq. (C13), and the energy given by Eq. (C20) is

greater than that given by Eq. (C14).

As indicated by Eqs. (8) and (C20), when Zout is chosen

to maximize the current and energy delivered to Lcenter,

only 72% of the energy initially stored by the accelerator’s

LTD modules can be delivered (in the initial power pulse)

by the idealized circuit of Fig. 15 to an inductive load.

Under the conditions given by Eqs. (C1)–(C3), (C7),

(C10), (C11), and (C18), the peak voltage and current are

given by the following expressions:

Vp ¼ 0.58Vs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Lcenter

Ls

s

¼ 0.58Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntLcenter

Lb

s

; ðC21Þ

Ip ¼ 0.85Vs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cs

Lcenter

s

¼ 0.85Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntCb

Lcenter

s

: ðC22Þ

The 10%–90% rise time of the current pulse delivered to

Lcenter is given by

τr ¼ 1.39
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LsCs

p

¼ 1.39
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p

: ðC23Þ

Equations (C18)–(C23) are accurate to within 2% for the

idealized circuit illustrated by Fig. 15. These equations are

summarized by Table III.

Equations (C20), (C21), and (C22) [which are obtained

assuming Eq. (C18)] appear to suggest better accelerator

performance than Eqs. (C14), (C15), and (C16) [which are

obtained assuming Eq. (C12)]. However, Eqs. (C17) and

(C23) indicate that this improvement comes at the expense

of a slower rise time. In addition, Eq. (C18) specifies a

substantially lower value of Zout than Eq. (C12). The lower

impedance requires smaller AK gaps at the output of the

transformer system, and consequently higher electric fields.

Using the impedance given by Eq. (C18) lowers the peak

voltage at the output of the transformers by 8%, as indicated

by Eqs. (C15) and (C21); however, Eq. (C18) also specifies

that theAKgaps at the output be reducedby38%, as indicated

by comparing Eqs. (C12) and (C18). Hence using Eq. (C18)

instead of (C12) increases by 47% the electric fields at the

output of the impedance-transformer system.

For the Z-300 and Z-800 accelerators, the value of Zout

that optimizes accelerator performance is on the order of

the values given by Eqs. (C12) and (C18). Hence these

equations can provide initial estimates for the optimum

value of Zout.

APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVE PEAK LOAD

CURRENT AND LOAD-IMPLOSION TIME

An accelerator design can be evaluated in part by

performing a circuit simulation of a hypothetical acceler-

ator shot conducted with an idealized cylindrically sym-

metric load that undergoes a cylindrical implosion. For

such a simulation, two results of interest are the peak

current delivered by the accelerator to the load, and the time

required for the load to implode.

To enable a comparison of accelerator designs that

produce mathematically dissimilar current-pulse shapes,

Appendix C of Ref. [40] defines an effective peak load

current Ieff and an effective load implosion time τi;eff .

These quantities are defined as follows:

Ieff ¼ 2357

�

Kf

ℓ

�

1=2

; ðD1Þ

TABLE III. The peak electrical power Pp, total electrical

energy Ep, peak voltage Vp, and peak current Ip at the

circuit-element Lcenter of the idealized circuit illustrated by

Fig. 15, for two values of Zout. Also given here are the 10%–

90% rise times of the current τr. When Zout ¼ 0.88Lcenter=

ðLbCbÞ1=2, the peak electrical power delivered to Lcenter is

maximized. When Zout ¼ 0.55Lcenter=ðLbCbÞ1=2, the peak cur-

rent and electrical energy are maximized. This table demonstrates

that the performance of a system consisting of an idealized

accelerator coupled to an inductive load is an insensitive function

of the accelerator’s output impedance Zout. However, as discussed

in Appendix C, the lower value of Zout requires a substantially

higher electric field at the output of the water-section impedance

transformer.

Zout ¼ 0.88Lcenter=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p
Zout ¼ 0.55Lcenter=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p

Pp 0.30ntV
2

b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cb=Lb

p

0.28ntV
2

b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cb=Lb

p

Ep 0.34ntCbV
2

b 0.36ntCbV
2

b

Vp 0.63Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntLcenter=Lb

p

0.58Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntLcenter=Lb

p

Ip 0.82Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntCb=Lcenter

p

0.85Vb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntCb=Lcenter

p

τr 1.24
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p
1.39

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LbCb

p
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τi;eff ¼ 4.465
ai

vf
: ðD2Þ

These expressions apply to a single wire array or liner that

undergoes a cylindrical implosion with a 10∶1 convergence

ratio. The quantity Kf is the final kinetic energy of the liner

at a 10∶1 convergence ratio, and vf is the final load

velocity; i.e., the velocity at a 10∶1 convergence. The

constants on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (D1) and (D2)

were chosen to give results consistent with those obtained

using a circuit simulation of an experiment conducted on

the Z accelerator [40].

Equation (D1) guarantees that two simulations with the

same effective peak current have the same final pinch

kinetic energy per unit length. Equation (D2) guarantees

that two simulations with the same initial radius and

effective implosion time have the same final pinch velocity.

In this Appendix, we also define the effective peak

current and implosion time of a dynamic-hohlraum load,

which consists of two nested wire arrays that implode upon

a cylindrical foam target located on axis:

Ieff ¼ 2676

�

Kf

ℓ

�

1=2

; ðD3Þ

τi;eff ¼ 3.252
ai

vf
: ðD4Þ

These expressions are applicable when both the initial

radius and mass of the outer array are twice those of the

inner array, the initial radius of the outer array is a factor of

6.7 larger than that of the on-axis foam target, and the

convergence ratio of the outer array is 6.7∶1.

A more complete discussion of the effective load-current

and implosion-time concepts is given byAppendix C of [40].

APPENDIX E: SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL

BENEFITS OF LTDS

Reference [40] outlines two machine designs: one

powered by Marx generators; the other, LTDs. The con-

ceptual designs of Z 300 and Z 800 presented in this article

are based on the LTD-powered option in part because it will

be safer for those who work on and in the vicinity of the

accelerator, and less impactful to the environment.

The Marx generators described in [40] assume use of

1:34-μF capacitors. Z 300 and Z 800 both assume 80-nF

capacitors. According to Ref. [118], a capacitor discharge

of 50 J can be sufficient to cause a fatality. At a

100-kV charge voltage, a 1:34-μF capacitor stores 6.7 kJ

of energy; an 80-nF capacitor stores 400 J. Of course, any

such capacitor must be discharged and kept short-circuited

before it can be accessed by a worker; nevertheless, an

80-nF capacitor stores a factor of 17 less energy.

The Marx-generator-based machine described by [40]

also assumes use of gas switches insulated by SF6, which

is an asphyxiant and a greenhouse gas. Each such switch

is triggered by a pulsed 5-MW frequency-quadrupled

(266-nm wavelength) Nd∶YAG laser. In contrast to this,

the switches assumed by the LTD-based machine are

insulated by dry air and electrically triggered. Hence the

LTD machine eliminates health and environmental hazards

associated with SF6, and eye-safety issues associated

with the operation of a large number of pulsed megawatt

ultraviolet lasers.
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